
IED Risk Education



Risk Education: A Key and Immediate 
Protection measure

 Embedded in IHL, UN Resolutions
 Increasingly an ‘entry point’ for mine action and 

for opening the humanitarian space
 First priority: Minimum knowledge for a 

maximum # of people  
 Second priority: Effective Risk Education 

should lead to mine/ERW/IED reporting





IEDs may have 
a high failure rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bad mix and example of unexploded socket bombs after a clash 



IEDs: Some Specificities
 IEDs generally do not look like weapons 
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IEDs: Some Specificities

 The diversity of IEDs has no limit
 Their appearance may change quickly, day 

after day, from one place to another 



IEDs: Some Specificities
IEDs are increasingly ‘effective’ and have 

an unprecedented humanitarian impact

 Afghanistan: Pressure-plate IEDs may lead to more 
amputations than traditional APM (BMJ 2017). 

 2,716 ‘improvised mines’ casualties in 2017, highest annual 
total since 1999 (Landmine Monitor 2018).

 Nigeria:1,737 people killed or injured by landmines and 
IED. 62% (615 out of 986) of those killed were children. 
Person Borne IEDs were the main cause of death with at 
least 288 girls and 208 boys killed (MRM 2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BMJ: 1 in 10 victims of AP-IEDs was a child, a tragic feature in common with APMs. Even more disconcerting is the frequency with which children suffer the severest injuries from the powerful explosive force of the AP-IED: 89% suffered multiple amputations and 33% lost three limbs. Cohort of 100 AP-IED victims including almost 10% children http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/bmjopen/7/7/e014697.full.pdfAfghanistan:UNAMA documented the following child casualties from pressure-plate IEDs: 344 childcasualties (111 deaths and 233 injured) in 2017, and 292 child casualties (107 deaths and 185 injured) in 2016.In 2017, in the northeast of Nigeria, the MRM documented 1,737 people killed or injured by landmines, explosive remnants of war, and improvised explosive devices (IEDs); sixty-two per cent (615 out of 986) of those killed were children. Person Borne IEDs were the main cause of death with at least 288 girls and 208 boys killed.  Since 2014, 187 children (139 girls and 48 boys) have been used to perpetrate these attacks. In 2017 alone, the number of children involved in so-called “suicide” attacks was three times higher than the number for 2014, 2015 and 2016 combined. This paragraph excludes casualties of airstrikes and ground-launched explosive weapons. MRM and 2018 Humanitarian Response Plan, available at: https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/2018_hrp_v5.4.pdf



Methods to educate civilians
1st step: Evidence building

Document the threat, identify patterns

 Injury Surveillance  Ongoing

 Surveys (including Non-Technical Surveys) 
and assessments  For a specific point of 
time



Injury Surveillance

Reminder!
Surveillance is crucial not only 
for MRE but also for Clearance, 
Advocacy and Victim Assistance

Who 
How many
Where 
Why 
What 
When
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Target populations
Severity/Justification
Geographic targeting 
Appropriate messages 
Type of devices
Time pattern

Prioritization!
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Through surveillance we will know:Who are the victims. This will inform us about the main target groupsHow many victims: This will inform us about the severity of the problem. Eg. If only 2 casualties are reported over the last 12 months, MRE is probably not justified. This information will also help us monitor the impact of mine action or the impact of other factors (movement of population, emergence of armed groups etc.).  Where: This will inform us about the geographic distribution of incidents which will help us rank the areas from high to medium/low risk.  Why: will inform us about the cause of incidents. If we have statistics about the causes of incidents we are able to develop appropriate safety messages.What: will also inform us about the relevant messages. Once we know the most common explosive devices we can inform the at risk population about the type of device they may encounter.When: will inform us about the time pattern. The number of incidents often vary across time. Eg. 1.  Some seasons might me more dangerous than others, this will help plan intensive campaigns at the appropriate time. Eg. 2. if most incidents happen in the evening the MRE project will have to take into account this information.



IED Risk Education (Active IED)
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Watch out for suspect bags and other suspect objects (1)A bag has been left unattended by unknown people nearby a bus station.On the right side one young school boy would like to take the unattended bag (dangerous behaviour),The elder boy is holding back the younger by his school bag and shouts him “Danger! Do not touch this bag! It can be a trap, a bomb! It can kill you… Do not touch a bag that does not belong to you!” (smart behaviour).This bag is strange: it does not look natural: there is something inside and it seems it is not part of the waste, and people usually do not forget their bags in a public place.Around the opening of the bag some metallic parts and wires are slightly visible (but most of the time these parts are not visible).This bag is a suspect bag!Whenever you see an unattended bag or other suspect object(s) (that might be - or might not be -wrapped up in something), don’t touch it and don’t approach it!Do not touch a bag that do not belong to you!Not all unattended bag are dangerous. Only some contain bomb(s). But since you never know in advance you stay away from unattended bags. If you see a suspect bag left alone somewhere in an isolated place or even in a busy public place you should not touch it or stay nearby but you should inform the local authorities (or parents, teachers).If you see unknown people coming in a public or private place, leaving a bag or any suspect object unattended, and going away without their belongings, you should stay away from the place and inform as soon as possible the police about the suspected bag(s)/object(s) .



IED Risk Education (Active IED)

‘Do no harm’: assess risk of retaliation by IED user/owner 
against i) community & ii) Risk Education programme

Presenter
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Inform local authorities (or UN radio / Security Officer) when you have seen a suspect bag or a suspect object (2)This slide (step 2) is following the previous one (step 1)The two boys are informing adults and the policeman about the suspect bag. Some people have noticed the presence of the suspect bag and few others have left the bus station as they did not feel the area was safe.The policeman is listening carefully.He will check the suspect area. If there is a real danger, the police will secure the area and inform the deminers. (this part is not visible in the flip chart) If you see a suspect bag left alone somewhere in an isolated place or even in a busy public place you should not touch it or stay nearby but you should inform the local authorities as soon as possible (or parents or teachers).Not all unattended bag are dangerous. Only some contain bomb(s). But since you never know in advance you stay away from unattended bags. 



Technical Note for Mine Action
IED Risk Education
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IEDs and Humanitarian Mine ActionWith respect to IED risk education, UNICEF does not have a one-size-fits-all approach and the sector should respect the ‘do no harm’ principle. In some contexts, the appearance of an IED can change quickly from one day to the other, for example, an IED can take different forms including a pipe, bag, bottle, pressure cooker. Therefore, it is often not possible to anticipate how IEDs should be represented in risk education material.  More importantly, when active IEDs are used by a party to a conflict, IED risk education might be seen as a threat for IED users which may lead to some forms of retaliation against the programme or against communities encouraged to report the location of IEDs. In some contexts, civilians reporting IED information can be considered under high suspicion by local authorities. For all these reasons, risk education programming should always be carefully assessed and the ‘do no harm’ and impartiality/neutrality/independence principles, factored in, before any implementation. The new Technical Note on IED risk Education has been adopted as an informative document by the International Mine Action Standards (IMAS) Review Board in February 2018 and ultimately may become a normative document. This note will effectively complement the current IMAS and would help address many issues and dilemmas that the sector faces for example in permissive or semi-permissive environments. 



SYRIA  Overview

Conflict situation for over seven  year 
8.2 million people  an increase from 6.3 million in 2016

living in areas affected by hostilities and explosive devices

43%  in 2017 from 33% in 2016 of
communities reported the presence of explosive hazards

Host communities, IDPs and Returnees  are threatened by the  
presence of explosives remnants and IEDs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2017, the presence of explosive hazards  continues to threaten the lives and livelihoods of affectedcommunities and endanger humanitarian actors seeking to provide them with aid. An estimated 8.2million people are now living in 162 sub-districts most affected by incidents involving explosive weaponsover the past two years; an increase from the 6.3 million people reported in 2016 due to the shiftingbattlegrounds of the conflict. Of all communities surveyed, 33% reported the presence of explosivehazards, and in sub-districts that have experienced conflict incidents in the last two years, 43% ofcommunities reported the presence of explosive hazards 2017.Important to note is that RE interventions started in 2013 in five governorates and to date all 14 governorates are being reached however, not  all areas are fully covered due to access or the populations are displaced. 
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This map of 2017 is old but still valid, HNO for 2018 was  not done  since the approval was only  provided by government  this january 2019 hence an updated map is yet to be developed. The context  has more less remained the same. 



Risk Education in Health. 





Risk Education in Schools. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2017, Mine Risk Education in Syria was successfully integrated into school curricula in 1st , 4th  5th, 7th and 10th  grades and in different subjects. This enables more children to be reached with life saving messages on ERW and IEDs but also I the long run ensure sustainability of the RE information and better protecting the population from risk posed by explosive ordnance. This also demonstrate government willingness and commitment to address the problems posed by explosive ordanance to the population in some way.  



(child friendly spaces)
Risk Education in IDP camps



  

Risk Education in newly accessible areas for returnees



Risk Education in health centers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UNICEF in collaboration with Ministry of Health conducts RE sessions at Health facilities during health campaigns line immunization and even regular health activities. Children and caregivers are provide RE information as they come to seek medical care. This reaches out to more people in the communities but also enforces the massages using examples of cased received at health facilities.



Risk Education by religious leaders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UNICEF partners with Ministry of Religious Affairs who trained their leaders to disseminate RE messages in there respective religious institutions. Both women and men are trained and play a pivotal role in disseminating information to promote safety of the population.



Risk Education on water trucks
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UNICEF uses intersectoral collaboration with WASH-during water trucking interventions, sessions are held before the distribution of water to the population. Mainly women and children are reached and IEC materials are also distributed for them to use with other members of their families and communities. This was mainly applied in Aleppo due to limited access hence many ways including use of mobile teams were deployed to reach the population with life saving RE messages. 



Risk Education: Reach in 2018
UNICEF and Partners  through 
WoS directly reached 1,702,309 People 
with RE including IED RE.
Syria Country Office: reached 

1,314,359 people.
60% of population reached were 

children.
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Presentation Notes
The results of 2018 is a steady progress in reaching out to population at risk although the population in need is great (8.2million). There is still challenge of limited access to some areas with people in need of RE due to perceived contamination due to incidences ( no survey or assessment were done). There is also limited capacity of humanitarian actors especially the NGOs to operate and do RE either by non approval of their projects or due to insecurity limiting access to people in need of RE.



Thanks for your attention.
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